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Technical Counselor: Control Cables

Considering that there were about 100 aircraft owners and at least 10 airframe ... cables are subject to the stresses of direct tension, accel- eration, and shock ... 
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nuts & bolts



technical counselor Control Cables Taking care of your aircraft’s cable systems JEFF SIMO N



I



t was June 2003, and I was at a Grumman aircraft convention watching the different aircraft as they arrived back from one of the ﬂying events. Just as an AA-1 taildragger landed, the pilot lost control of both the tail wheel and rudder of the aircraft. The plane veered off the runway, but the pilot somehow managed to bring it to a stop without damaging the aircraft or anyone nearby. Considering that there were about 100 aircraft owners and at least 10 airframe and powerplant (A&P) mechanics on the ﬁeld watching the event, it was no surprise that within about 15 minutes the aircraft was towed to safety and the mechanical inspection was already well underway. The investigation revealed that the control cable for the rudder and tail wheel had failed at the point where it turned around a pulley on the ﬂoor of the aircraft. The cable was original to the aircraft and therefore about 32 years old.



craft control cables. We rely on close inspection to detect small problems before they become big ones. That being said, more than one cable manufacturer that I have spoken with recommended complete replacement every 10 years.



Understanding Control Cable Systems



Cables are used extensively on many aircraft due to their versatility and resilience. They can make numerous turns inside the aircraft, following complex routings between the control and the ﬂying surface. Just think of the challenge involved in connecting the ailerons of a high-wing aircraft to the control wheel. It’s a lot of ground to cover, and it’s only possible with the help of cables. Cables can be engineered to perform many different functions. Engine control cables are typically sheathed, solid-core cables that can be used to both push and pull as needed. Other cables, such as trim control cables, are Without the right information and designed to be used in rotaunderstanding, it is possible to tion. They operate as a long, ﬂexible screwdriver that can misinterpret the regulations and transfer the turns of a trim potentially cause your aircraft to be wheel to a mechanical trim screw in the tail. However, illegally repaired. the most common cables in an aircraft are airframe conAircraft control cables are strong and resilient, but they are trol cables. These ﬂexible control cables, also referred to as “wire rope,” are produced from pre-formed galvanized or not designed to last through 32 years of service. Before passing judgment, ask yourself how old the con- stainless steel. An important difference between aircraft and trol cables are on your aircraft. Typically, control cables are commercial cable is that aircraft cable is lubricated, which inspected during 100-hour and annual inspections. How- provides better fatigue resistance than non-lubricated cable. ever, it’s quite rare to hear of an aircraft being completely Aircraft cable may also be coated with a vinyl extrusion, re-cabled for preventive maintenance purposes. There is no which further protects the cable from the environment. In ofﬁcial life limit in either years or hours in service for air- all cases, aircraft cable is extensively tested and certiﬁed. EAA Sport Aviation
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technical counselor Control cables are designated by the number of strands (bundles) by the number of wires per strand. The most common cables specified for use on aircraft are 7x7 (seven strands of seven wires each) and 7x19 (seven strands of 19 wires each). The greater the number of wires in a strand or cable of a given diameter, the more flexibility it has. Alternatively, fewer wires in a strand or cable of a given diameter provide more resistance to abrasion. While control cables are present in almost every aircraft, they are not the sole method of transferring control forces and are often combined with other mechanisms, such as pushrods, torque tubes, trim screws, bell cranks, springs, and bungees. That being said, all control cable systems have the following things in common: • They are typically used in tension (pull) versus compression (push). As opposed to engine control cables, flying surface control cables are very flexible and cannot be used in compression. • They are generally closed-loop systems. This means that if one cable is used to pull an aileron up, another cable must be present to pull the aileron back down. • They use pulleys to change direction and so that they can be routed throughout the airframe. • They have some means of setting tension. • The ends are swaged into a form of solid terminal, allowing them to link to the surfaces that they control.



Cable Failures Flexible control cables are designed for strength, flexibility, abrasion resistance, and distortion resistance. Control cables are subject to the stresses of direct tension, acceleration, and shock loads. Cable strengths are generally defined as breaking strengths. With the proper safety factor applied, the cable itself should be able to withstand many times the force that it would likely experience in use. However, the cable is not the only component that must be designed to withstand these forces. The strength of cable terminals are especially important to the safety of the control system, as are the pulleys, springs, and other hardware components that complete the control system loop. Cable systems almost never fail from direct tension alone. Failures occur due to compromises in the integrity of the cable or at points where the termination itself has been compromised. These “critical fatigue areas” are where close inspection is the most important. They are not only the critical points in the cable system, but also the most vulnerable to damage. Control cables are designed to be able to withstand repeated bending without failure of the wire from fatigue. Because of this, bend radiuses are maximized whenever possible to reduce the amount of flex that the cable will endure in normal service. However, all metals will eventually fatigue when subject to repeated flexing at a single point, and this is why the age and hours in service of a 106
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cable is important. The older a cable is, the more likely that work or age hardening has occurred. Interestingly, work hardening of a cable often occurs on long straight cable runs. Although there are no turns or swages to stress the cable, the constant movement introduced by vibration in long, unsupported cable runs can work-harden the cable. Pulleys in the system are also critical to maintaining cable flexibility. As the cable bends, the individual wires that make up the strands shift back and forth. This causes the cable bundle to open slightly, leaving it susceptible to getting dirt and small debris caught inside the cable bundle. These tiny, abrasive particles can destroy a cable from the inside out, leaving little external sign that a cable is about to fail. The individual wires inside the cable can wear and corrode, causing the wires to break, one-by-one. This is why it is important to keep cables as well as the structures around them clean. Cables that are routed close to the floor are the most susceptible to contamination, and cable failures due to contamination and corrosion are one of the most common forms of failure. Cables can also face abrasion where they pass internal metal structures inside the airframe. Often, cables are installed where they are making contact with a bulkhead or some other pass-through. Even slight rubbing against a part of the aircraft structure can damage a cable over time. Cables are designed to resist damage and distortion caused by abuse, but it can happen. If a point in the cable has been bent beyond its design limits or crushed, the entire cable should be removed from service. Cables are designed to return to their normal shape when released. If a cable has been bent or crushed enough that it will not return to a normal, relaxed state, it must be replaced.



Cable Inspection At every regular inspection interval (100 hour or annual inspection), all of the aircraft control cables must be carefully inspected as installed on the aircraft. Specifically, the cable should be examined for external signs of wear, broken wire strands, and damage. External cable wear can be evaluated by looking for points in the cable where the individual wires seem to be “blended” with adjacent wires. The rule of thumb is that when individual exterior wires have been worn 40-50 percent or more, the cable must be replaced. A simple way to evaluate what that wear looks like is that when individual wires appear to have “connected together” at the wear point, the cable must be replaced. Broken wire strands can be found by gently rubbing a cloth over the wire surface in both directions. Broken wire strands will usually grab the cloth. Any cable that has broken wire strands in a critical fatigue area, such as a pulley, sleeve, or within 1 foot of a swaged fitting must be replaced.



Damage to the cable, such as kinks, fraying, or damage at swaged ﬁttings is also just cause for replacing the cable. In addition, all pulleys should be closely inspected for wear, freedom of movement, and alignment with the cables. While removing cables from the aircraft for inspection is difﬁcult, it is critical to do it at least once every few years. The problem is that cables often fail from the inside out, and broken wire strands will become visible only when the cable is removed from the aircraft and bent for inspection. Bending the cable in your hand causes the strands to open slightly. Any broken wires will become readily apparent during this type of inspection. In the case of the Grumman aircraft with the failed rudder cable, all other cables were ﬁrst examined while installed on the aircraft. A small number of broken wires were found on other cables in the same location (at the pulleys mounted on the ﬂoor). However, when the cables were removed from the aircraft and bent for close inspection, one of them burst open exposing a mess of broken center strands. Without removing the cable from the aircraft for inspection, the extent of the damage would not have been known. Cable inspection and maintenance is critical to the safety and airworthiness of an aircraft. A failed cable can lead to a complete loss of control in ﬂight, so it is serious business. You can glide if your engine stops, but your options become increasingly limited when you lose control surfaces. Therefore, at your next scheduled maintenance, take the time to do a thorough inspection, cleaning, and lubrication of your aircraft’s cable system. An ounce of prevention will truly be worth a pound of cure. Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. Visit Approach Aviation at www. ApproachAviation.com or call, toll-free, 877-564-4457. EAA Sport Aviation
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Technical Counselor: Flight Control Inspection 

Pulleys, cables, ball bearings. RICHARD KOEHLER, EAA 161427. Part of an annual (condition) inspection is to ensure that the flight control system is operating ...
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

bottom of the pistons to help cool them, but let's get back to the air-cooling portion of this discussion. The cooling air for the engine is controlled by â€œbaffling.â€�.
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

engine installation that had led to higher-than-normal ... the airframe portion of the engine installation. ... The combustion chamber is primarily formed by the.
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Technical Counselor: Engine Overhaul 

hours ago, so I knew the complete history and operating conditions of the engine. ... luck with rework of the cylinders at a small shop called. Harrison Engine ...
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

the Nickel + Carbide surface is around. 70. However, hardness is not the sole ... ity alloys, and new technologies to achieve both the power and reliability.
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Technical Counselor: Emergency Locator Transmitters 

ing your GPS coordinates and personal contact informa- tion. For this reason, it is mandatory to register a 406 ELT with Cospas-Sarsat. ELT Requirements for ...
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Heavy-Duty Control Cables 

integrated part of the control. The extra stiffness supplied by the addition of the sleeve over the otherwise exposed por- tion of the control wire is significant and.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fixing Flutter 

When I throttled back to speed, .... the Saw Millâ€� â€œMoney Has Wingsâ€� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21-36721 $15.99. Volume Six. â€œRustler On Wheelsâ€� â€œThe Silver Graveâ€�.
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

burns and expands. Instead of al- lowing the combustion process to continuously flow and exhaust freely, the piston engine effectively seals the combustion.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Balancing Act 

gear 4.5 percent to 5.5 percent, the empennage 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent, and additional equipment. 3 percent to ... or 300 lbs of your gear! â–¡ Safety: .... in hand, you can then undertake the familiar exercise ... service life of an aircraft, add
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EAA Technical Counselor: Homebuilt Logbooks 

work. â–¡ Your signature. In addition, the records should contain the following information: â–¡ The total time in service of the airframe, each engine, propeller, or.
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to assure the engine has ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Pigeons and Lizards 

Pigeons can walk around a statue for hours with toes that point inward. ... Demonstrate your level of commitment to EAA and the freedom of flight. Upgrade your ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Don't Scare the Deer 

is clear, retains good optical properties when molded and won't yellow or deteriorate in direct sun. .... Finish sand- ing in stages to about 220-grit. Every once in a ...
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Technical Counselor: It Won't Shut Down! 

Afellow EAA chapter member called me a few weeks ago. He had a problem with his aircraft engine run- ning after the mixture was selected to .... with fuel, the engine will suck that fuel right out and enrich the mix- ture. This can lead to fouled ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Safety Wire Wisdom 

were invented by a mechanic many years ago to make the task of installing safety wire easier and more consistent. Prior, one was supposed to do safety wiring ...
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to ... This is because the combustion process deposits moisture and corrosive .... Step 4: Check Your Logbooks.
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technical counselor Hand Propping Gone Bad 

weeks later and the engine wasn't turning over. I got back in the plane for another try. Still nothing. nuts & bolts technical counselor. Hand Propping Gone Bad.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fix the Hardware 

exhaust attachment nuts, bolts, and studs stay in service way beyond their normal life. Most exhaust systems are made from stainless steel and usually may be ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: First Engine Run 

Give it time to cool between at- tempts. The traditional break-in oil for. Lycoming-style engines has been straight mineral oil, and this may still be a good choice in ...
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technical counselor Hand Propping Gone Bad 

was at the airport except a couple of the staff at the far end. I was strapped ... have a lot of trouble untying it after .... Should the engine start inadvertently, or if the.
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technical counselor Anodizing and Fatigue Life 

In an article titled. â€œFilm-Assisted Fatigue Crack Propagation in Anodized. Aluminum Alloysâ€� published in the Journal of Materials. Science Letters, Volume 14,.
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Technical Counselor: Tips to Improve Tire Life 

increase the amount of runway needed to get airborne, potentially threatening your .... tires have a stripe or dot, usually yellow or red, to indicate the light spot.
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Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 - Size 

fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great.
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